
Revelation 17:1-18

The Fall of Babylon

C. C. The great harlot is interpreted.The great harlot is interpreted.

1. (7) The angel tells John that the harlot will be explained to him.

(7) But the angel said to me, “Why did you marvel? I will tell you the mystery of
the woman and of the beast that carries her, which has the seven heads and the
ten horns.

The  angel  tells  John  that  it  will  tell  him the  _________________ of  the
woman and of the beast that carries her: The focus of the explanation is on
the ____________. 

John cannot fully  comprehend the terrible significance of the sign he sees,
that a powerful, self-proclaimed ___________ and religion is one with the
hostile world, yet there are sufficient marks with which to identify it. 

John did not wonder at her with a ____________ admiration, so as to have
her  in  great  veneration,  and  to  do  homage  and  worship  to  her,  as  the
inhabitants of the world wondered after the beast but his admiration was an
amazement, or stupefaction of mind, joined with indignation at her

The sense is, “I will ___________ what is meant by the symbol - the hidden
meaning that is couched under it.” 

2. (8) The beast carrying the woman is plainly connected with the beast of 
Revelation 13.

(8) The beast that you saw was, and is not, and will ascend out of the bottomless
pit and go to perdition. And those who dwell  on the earth will marvel, whose
names are not written in the Book of Life from the foundation of the world, when
they see the beast that was, and is not, and yet is.

There are three things affirmed here: first, that there is a sense in which it might
be  said  of  the  power  here  referred  to,  that  it  “was,”  or  that,  before  this,  it
__________ an existence; second, that there was a sense in which it might be
said that it is “not,” that is, that it had become practically ____________; and
third, that there is a sense in which that power would be so _______________
that it might be said that it “still is.” 
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The “beast” here referred to is the _____________ that is mentioned earlier in
Rev 17:3, and in Rev 13:1, Rev 13:3,Rev 13:11-16. 

Rev 13:1  Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a beast rising up out of the 

This beast comes out of __________, from whence the antichristian beast has its
power;  otherwise all civil power is from God, but not antichristian power, that is
from satan.  

Those who dwell on the earth refers again here to the _______________.    

They shall hold the beast in great veneration, and follow and __________ him.  

The Book of Life is mentioned only ______times in scripture

3. (9) Seven mountains associated with the beast.

(9) “Here is the mind which has wisdom: The seven heads are seven mountains
on which the woman sits.

A  woman  rides  the  beast,  and
that woman is a _________ built
on seven hills that reigns over the
kings of the earth! 

John  immediately  equates  the
readers'  acceptance  of  this
revelation with "___________."  

They also make it appear that the
explanation which the angel offers
of the "mystery" is not one to be
understood  without  some
______________.   These  words
are  for  the  mind  which  has
wisdom.

Furthermore, she is a city built on
seven ___________.  

Only one city has for more than 2000 years been known as the city on seven hills.

That city is _________.  
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Also, in the Bible mountains are sometimes a figure of ____________ (such as in
Dan_2:35) and the city of Rome is built on hills, not mountains.  

The  seven  heads  are  seven  ____________:  In  addition  to  seeing  this  as  a
physical  location,  it  could  also be seens  as representing the seven kings  and
kingdoms  described  in  Rev_17:10. Many  people  find  the  connection  between
religious Babylon and Roman Catholicism irresistible, and there is no doubt that
religious Babylon will incorporate a strong Roman Catholic element, but it will be
much ____________ than Roman Catholicism.

As we shall see, there is only one city on the earth which, in both historical and
contemporary  perspectives,  ___________  every  test  John  gives,  including  its
identification as Mystery Babylon.  

Even Catholic apologist Karl Keating admits that Rome has long been known as
______________.  Keating  claims  that  Peter's  statement  "The  church  here  in
Babylon ... sends you her greeting" (from 1 Peter 5:13) proves that Peter was
writing from Rome. 

4. (10) Seven kings and kingdoms.

(10) There are also seven kings. Five have fallen, one is, and the other has not
yet come. And when he comes, he must continue a short time.

This is one of the more ___________ passages in the Book of Revelation. Some
explain  these  seven  kings,  five past,  one  present,  and  one  to  come  in  the
succession  of  Roman  ______________  in  John’s  era,  but  there  are  many
historical difficulties with this approach. More likely, it is a reference to the five
world _____________ before John’s day: Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Medo-Persia,
and Greece.  

This seventh will quickly be taken over by an eighth - and will become the state of
the ______________.

There are problems with this viewpoint as well (so some have taken the seven as
symbolic). This plainly is a difficult passage!
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5. (11) The beast (the Antichrist) is clearly identified as the eighth king.

(11) And the beast that was, and is not, is himself also the eighth, and is of the
seven, and is going to perdition.

Is  himself  also  the  eighth:  He  is  of  the  seven in  the  sense  that  he  shares
characteristics with all  previous world empires, but his fate is  ____________.
Perdition means “destruction,” and the beast will be _______________.

His final doom is also reasserted, "is going into perdition".  And, being the ______
of perdition, and is justly deserving of it.

6. (12-15) Ten kings to come, allies of the Antichrist.

(12) “The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom
as yet,  but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast.  (13)
These are of one mind, and they will give their power and authority to the beast.
(14) These will make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb will overcome them, for
He is Lord of lords and King of kings; and those who are with Him are called,
chosen, and faithful.” (15) Then he said to me, “The waters which you saw, where
the harlot sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues.

The _________ kings who have received no kingdom as yet  possibly alludes to a
ten-nation confederation (as in the toes of the  Dan_2:24-45 image), but some
take ten as a symbolic number.

We could still say what Alford wrote in 1866: “In the precise number and form
here indicated, they have not yet arisen... What changes in Europe may bring
them into the required tale and form, it is not for us to say.” But it  ________
happen, and this confederation of nations will emerge as an heir to the ancient
Roman Empire.

They join  with  the  Antichrist  in  the  __________ against  Christ,  in  the  battle
alluded to in the sixth and seventh bowls.  

This  war  between  the  Lamb  and  the  powers  of  evil  is  that  which  extends
throughout the __________ of the world . But the seer in this verse looks forward
also to the termination of the ___________,  the result  of which, here briefly
indicated, is soon to be narrated more fully.
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Though  the  beast  may  exercise  in  this  world  dominion  and  power  as
"______________ of this world," yet the Lamb is King still greater, to whom the
beast must finally succumb. He is thus ___________ above the kings.

Not only Christ wars and ______________, but those associated with him are
permitted to share in the battle and the victory. 

They are _____________—as all men are—to serve him; having heard the call,
they dedicate their lives to his service, and become his ____________ servants;
finally, having remained _____________ to him, they share in his victory.

This  tells  us  that  the  harlot’s  influence  is  _______________,  through  her
connection to the beast. 

The beast  is  the  world  _____________,  which  is  found among the "peoples,
multitudes, nations, and tongues." 

The interpretation of the harlot focuses on her relation to the beast: she is utterly
_____________ to the beast and his government. 
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D. The great harlot is judged.D. The great harlot is judged.

1. (16) Antichrist’s allies turn on the great harlot.

(16) And the ten horns which you saw on the beast, these will hate the harlot,
make her desolate and naked, eat her flesh and burn her with fire.

These, the horns, the world's 10 leaders, will  __________ the harlot, the one
world religous system, and make her desolate and naked, eat her flesh and burn
her with fire. 

Ultimately, the Antichrist will not tolerate _______ worship except of himself

Once  his  power  has  been  consolidated,  the  Antichrist  no  longer  needs  the
__________ of religious Babylon. 

This has always been the goal of tyrants - and most politicians - to  _______
religion for their purposes, then discard it.

These  words  describe  the  fate  in  store  for  the  ___________  portion  of  the
Church. 

"Eat her flesh" and "burn with fire" both describe similar results; possibly the one
is thought of in connection with the symbol of "________," the other with the
symbol of "__________," with which the harlot is identical

2. (17) God’s hand ultimately directs all this.

(17) For God has put it into their hearts to fulfill His purpose, to be of one mind,
and to give their kingdom to the beast, until the words of God are fulfilled.

God will sometimes use a wicked group (here, the ten kings) to be an instrument
of His ______________ against another wicked group (here, religious Babylon).

God will ordain the political support of these ten kings for the Antichrist. God will
give the world just what it _____________: godless religion and godless rulers.

While  the world power is  apparently  performing the will  of  the beast,  God is
working ______________ all; only by His ____________ can anything be done 
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3. (18) The great harlot is identified with Rome.

(18) And the woman whom you saw is that great city which reigns over the kings
of the earth.”

A repetition of the assertion made in Rev_17:5, that the harlot and Babylon are
__________. 

Here is no mystical or allegorical language but an unambiguous statement in plain
words: "The woman ... _____ that great city." There is no justification for seeking
some _________ hidden meaning.    

The woman is a ________. 

In John’s day, there was  no doubt which city  reigns over the ____________ of
the earth. Rome was the political, economic, and religious center of the world of
that time.

Again, the association of this harlot - of religious Babylon - with Rome doesn’t
mean  that  the  Roman  Catholic  Church  is  ___________  to  religious  Babylon,
though apostate Roman Catholics will definitely be a part of this great harlot.

Rome was the ready personification of  Babylon - the world in ____________
against  God -  in  John’s  day.  Today,  __________ is  just  as  strong,  but  more
dispersed. 
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